
TU Future Competition 2023
Focus: Resilient energy systems through renewables

Dear dedicated students, dear dedicated people,

the  Solar  Powers  e.V.  association  has  been  operating  the  TU Berlin's  first  photovoltaic
system on the roof of the TU and UdK Central Library since 2017.

We can look back on another successful year, in which our PV system produced numerous
sun coins. In a third round this year, we would like to donate our income from the operation
of the system to those who are similarly committed to a sustainable energy transition, or to
those who have a bright idea and now finally want to get started. All you need are these sun
coins? Then apply now!

A total of €6,000 is available to support exciting projects in the field of renewable energies.
We want to give this money to a maximum of three project initiators.

The competition is open to student and external educational and/or practical projects in the
aforementioned thematic focus. A correspondence of the project character with the goals of
Solar  Powers  is  particularly  welcomed.  These are  in  brief:                            

1. Promotion of Renewable Energies on the Campus of the TU Berlin
2. Promotion of the educational offer regarding renewable energies
3. Creation of citizen-initiated opportunities for the use of renewable energies
4. Democratization of energy supply

A jury, whose members are yet to be announced, is looking forward to reading and 
evaluating your applications. The Solar Powers Association will declare the winning projects 
based on their evaluations.

The prize money will be distributed flexibly among the winners based on the project 
evaluations and the plausibility of the need for funding. Both larger projects that want to use 
the entire prize money (also as partial funding) and smaller projects that only need a part of 
the prize money can apply.
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The  competition ends on 15.09.2023 (closing date). Please use the structure below to
present your project.

We look forward to receiving numerous project ideas! 

We wish you success and joy in the process of finding ideas,

~ all members of Solar Powers e.V.
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Application form for the competition of the association Solar Powers 
e.V. 2023

Name of the project initiative:

Contact person:

Email address:

Phone number:

1. Presentation of the 
project idea

Please present your project idea here. What goals do you want to 
achieve? How should the project be implemented?
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2. Motivation

Please describe your motivation to implement the project. 

What impact do you hope to have by implementing the project? How 
did you come up with the idea? Are there any motivations that coincide 
with the goals of Solar Powers?

3. Project organization

Please describe how many of you there are, how the project group is 
organized and whether other interested parties can or should participate.
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4. Project planning

Please describe which tasks and work packages have to be designed in 
order to successfully implement the project. What is the time schedule? 
(attachments possible) Is the project dependent on the Covid-19 
situation?

5. Required project funds

What project funds will you need? What will the award funds be 
allocated for? Please also provide planned expenditures in tabular form 
(attachments possible).
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